
 
Presenting: Rodebjer <3 IGGYJEANS   

 
Rodebjer presents an up-cycled selection of previous Rodebjer designs, made 
in collaboration with IGGYJEANS, to premiere as a pop up in the Rodebjer 

Flagship store, during Stockholm Fashion Week.   
 
IGGYJEANS is a freshly minted Stockholm-based brand, the brainchild of Ingrid 
‘Iggy’ Berg, and with a philosophy of up-cycling signature designs out of 

vintage clothing.  
 
“Sustainability and up-cycling was never just a trend for me nor Rodebjer. I 
have always loved the resourcefulness of clothing being reused and bought 

over and over again and nowadays it feels more modern than ever. Part of 
circular fashion is to also see the potential in what could be labeled as ‘waste’ 
to be a new item to be cherished again.  

 
When I first met Ingrid, I got struck by her sky-high ambition of turning the 
lowly into the exceptional, her joyous sense of color and originality of 
expression. Her mighty talent is all her own – she will go far, no doubt, and it 

feels great to give her a space and a platform in our ‘home’. 
 
–  Carin Rodebjer, Founder and Creative Director Rodebjer 
 

The Rodebjer <3 IGGYJEANS collaboration is to celebrate the contribution of 
creativity and youth towards a more sustainable future. The result is a denim-
based selection of previous Rodebjer designs, smartened with IGGYJEANS’s 
lighthearted and fun patterns.  

 
“Fashion is about inventing, experimenting, taking risks and having fun. For me 
as a young creative I am thrilled to be collaborating with Carin Rodebjer who 

has been a role model since many years, and create new and surprising 
designs that doesn’t cause any impact on the planet. She is very courageous, 
kind and above all inspirational.” 
 

–  Ingrid Berg, Founder and Creative Director IGGYJEANS 
 
The Rodebjer <3 IGGYJEANS collaboration will be available as a pop up at the 
Rodebjer Flagship store at Norrmalmstorg, Stockholm, from August 26th to 

August 30th.  

 

 

 

 

 


